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View from 2014: Why transCanada?
Experience

Long history work on an Alaska gas pipeline projects

Continuity

Leverage AGIA work and agree to dissolve AGIA partnership amicably

Governance

TC would help SOA negotiate terms to make infrastructure as expandable as possible

Expansion

TC would actively pursue new gas to be shipped through the pipe

Execution

TC would make a successful project more likely (on time and lowest cost)

Finance

TC would relieve SOA from cash calls during development phase

Even so, the agreement came under scrutiny in several areas
Tariff cost

Question whether TC tariff was competitive to market norms / SOA cost of debt

Risk/Reward

TC took on limited risk (only risk was SOA credit health)

Voting rights

TC held most of the control (SOA could direct TC voting only in limited areas)

Back-in rights

In original deal, TC retained full back-in rights (amended to provide clean off-ramp)
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where we agree with administration and where not
Where we agree with administration statements
The State of Alaska (SOA) will pay TransCanada (TC) no matter what
Under failure case, terminating TC relationship now much cheaper than terminating later
SOA retains risk, but TC retains most decision making (TC’s only risk is deterioration of SOA credit)
SOA credit rating will be hit regardless of whether TC is in the project or not
SOA has several financing options—no need to panic about having higher cash calls
This is the only clean off-ramp that SOA has; failure to pass this bill means harder to sever ties with TC
Not having Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA) makes a big difference in SOA calculations
Non-alignment in voting and non-visibility of information undermine original case for TC in AK LNG
Where we differ from or wish to supplement administration statements
The strictly financial case for severing relationship with TC is not as compelling as has been argued
Decision should focus on strategic, not financial considerations: expansion plans and AK LNG vision
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Is the financial upside Truly compelling?
“Under all scenarios of State credit rating
downgrade down to A-/A3, the State cost of debt
remains below the TC cost of capital.”

“The State could potentially achieve up to ~$400
million incremental annual cash flows, based on
the State’s expected lower cost of capital.”

Source: “TransCanada’s AKLNG Participation: Financing Issues,” October 24, 2015; “TransCanada’s AKLNG Participation,” October 25, 2015
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SOA Cost of debt likely higher than today
Assuming that SOA issues $13—$15 bn in debt, it can expect credit downgrade / higher borrowing costs
These numbers assume high oil prices and revenues through 2038
It is not hard to see a scenario where SOA cost of debt gets much closer to TC tariff (now 5.8% to 6.15%)
Of course, SOA has other financing options (e.g. project finance, tax-exempt debt, equity, etc.)
Rating
(Moodys/S&P)

Debt service Limit
(% of GFUR)

Interest Rate
on taxable bonds

Max New Debt SOA
can issue (In millions)

Aaa/AAA

5%

4.49%

3,851

Aa1/AA+

8%

4.59%

6,382

Aa2/AA

10%

4.69%

8,009

Aa3/AA-

12%

4.84%

9,549

A1/A+

17%

5.09%

13,361

A2/A

20%

5.34%

15,387

Source: First Southwest, “AKLNG Debt Sizing (As of June 3, 2015)”
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$360MM assumes +$2bn upfront equity; NPV10 ≃ 0

$2bn in additional
outlays to generate
the publicized
$360mm in annual
additional revenues

More likely annual
gains for SOA

Source: “TransCanada’s AKLNG Participation,” October 25, 2015
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TC Inflection point opens up broader questions
How can SOA best protect its interests in AK LNG?
No AGDC secondee in 135-strong project management team
Unclear decision-making / division of labor within SOA
AK LNG can back-fill TC exit; can AGDC step up?
How will SOA ensure expansions / a full pipeline?
AGDC plan to pursue expansions is unclear
Need not just technical but chiefly commercial expertise
What is the optimal capitalization structure for SOA?
Should SOA rely so heavily on debt (e.g. 100% debt)?
What are the merits of equity and what form might it take?
What is SOA’s vision for AK LNG?
What if partners withdraw (strengthens case for TC)
How much do withdrawal agreements raise risks for SOA?

“Would you tell me,
please, which way I
ought to walk from
here?”
“That depends a good
deal on where you want
to get to,” said the Cat.
Source: Lewis Carroll, Alice’s adventures in wonderland
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What’s in a sales and purchase agreement (SPA)?
Most SPAs are over 100 pages and are customarily confidential (with limited details released)
Pricing

Formula (e.g. oil, Henry Hub, netback); fixed and variable parameters; inflation

Term

Usually 20-year for new projects; date of first delivery; treatment of delays

Volume

Average contract quantity plus any flexibility (±10-20%); make-up gas

Title transfer

Delivery point; destination restrictions; profit-sharing for diverted gas

Logistics

Delivery schedule; facility specs and approvals; measurement

Gas quality

Gas specs (molecular breakdown / heating value); provisions for off-spec gas

Financial

Invoicing process; payment terms; guarantees; currency; taxes; insurance; indices

Precedents

Precedent conditions; regulatory approvals; activation window

Legal

Jurisdiction; dispute resolution; renegotiation; force majeure; liabilities; termination
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Withdrawal / Sales carries major risks for SOA
Economics

Buying 75% of AK LNG gas could cost $1.4—$7.4 bn/yr (1995-2014 Henry Hub prices)

Liability

Right to purchase could mean obligation to buy; major contingent liability; options costly

Pricing

Does SOA have a thorough and detailed understand of pricing / volume risk?

Asymmetry

If producers are willing to commit to a set price, does SOA really want to buy?

Title

If gas has an “option” attached to it, legal title become less clear

Transfer

Where is gas transferred? In what condition (e.g. what happens to CO2)?

Activation

Is this SPA triggered by a specified date or other conditions?

Fiscals

What kind of fiscal certainty would producers want to offer binding agreement?

Focus

Overly focused on failure; lower commitment; opt out rather than work issues

Now vs. later

SOA can pursue this path later; doing so today could expose SOA to major risks
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